Back to school—do you change how your horse is fed?
By Dr. Bray

After Labor Day weekend, our daily routines change. Summer breaks are
history; kids young and old are back in school or college. Did your horse’s
routine change as well? If so, then you need to take a look at his feeding
schedule, the type of feed he’s getting, and the amounts fed.
Feeding Schedule: Try to keep feeding times as consistent as possible. If
you feed twice a day and need to modify meal times, do so gradually
over a couple of days.
Feed Type: Generally when a horse is less active, you need to feed it
less. However, there are times when you may need to change the type of
bag feed. For example, a performance horse that has recently geared
down to light work will not need the higher calorie, higher fat and higher
soluble carbohydrates that are found in some performance formulas. In
this case, I would recommend a gradual changeover of .25 lbs. per day.
Feed Amounts: Whether it’s from pasture or hay, horses require a diet
that is predominately forage because it provides the fiber that is
essential to a horse’s gut health. The amount of forage the horse
consumes should be consistent and equal a percent of its body weight.

Integrity has a balanced formula for
ALL horses to have:
- A beautiful coat
healthy sources of fat

A horse fed for maintenance would
consume hay at a rate of 1.5 – 1.75
% of body weight: a horse that
weighs 1000 lbs., then would need
to consume 15 to 17.5 lbs. of hay
daily to maintain its body weight.

- The right amount of energy
no "hot" grains

- A healthy gut
soluble fiber sources

A horse that is worked at an
intense level may consume .5 %
more hay (in addition to a
performance formula). For that
same 1000 lb. performance horse,
the difference would be an
additional 5 lbs. more hay daily.
No matter the season, Integrity
has a feed with the proper
nutrients for your horse to have a
beautiful coat and the right
amount of energy.
Not sure which feed is right for
your horse? Please email Dr. Bray with details of their age, health, and
lifestyle and he will personally explain which feed is best for your horse
and why.

We are celebrating our fans on Facebook and
Instagram with #FanFriday!
Email us with a little about you and your horse with
a photo to show us your four legged friend that is
Powered by Integrity! We may just highlight you on
Facebook or Instagram and you will be entered to
win an Integrity gift basket from Star Milling if you
are chosen as one of our highlighted fans!
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